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Abstract
Catastrophe bonds are financial instruments designed to transfer risk of monetary losses arising
from earthquakes, hurricanes, or floods to the capital markets. The insurance and reinsurance
industry, governments, and private entities employ them frequently to obtain coverage. Parametric
catastrophe bonds base their payments on physical features. For instance, given parameters such
as magnitude of the earthquake and the location of its epicenter, the bond may pay a fixed amount
or not pay at all. This paper reviews statistical and machine learning techniques for designing
trigger mechanisms and includes a computational experiment. Several lines of future research
are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Catastrophe (CAT) bonds are financial instruments that package catastrophe risk in a
tradeable security. These tools are in effect responsible for the existence of a newmarket
for trading risk at the frontier between finance and insurance, the so-called convergence
market (Cummins and Weiss, 2009), which promises an enormous supply of capital
for CAT risk transfer as long as pricing remains attractive for all parties involved. By
purchasing a CAT bond, investors take the risk from a sponsor (risk ceding party) in
exchange for some interest or spread. This spread constitutes the premium that compen-
sates the risk-taking party.
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CAT bonds can be of different types depending on how their payment behaviour is
structured. Earthquake CAT bonds in particular can base their payments on a variety
of proxies (Wald and Franco, 2017). While some base payments on actual, experienced
losses (indemnity), others (parametric) base them on the observable and measurable
parameters that describe an event. Strategies to provide coverage for large losses ensu-
ing after earthquakes through these parametric tools have been in use since the 1990s
(Franco, 2014). Their popularity in the market is due to historically lower prices rela-
tive to traditional (re)insurance and their appeal among investment and hedge funds is
due to their transparency. Lately, as traditional reinsurance pricing has decreased signif-
icantly, the price differential between traditional and alternative risk transfer (sometimes
referred to as ART) is very small and is no longer the driving rationale for seeking para-
metric coverage. Rather, sponsors now look to parametric risk transfer for the flexibility
and the ease of payment it provides.
Parametric earthquake CAT bonds employ a kind of trigger mechanism, typically a
numerical check of some sort, to determine the payment that should take place when an
earthquake occurs. These trigger mechanisms rely on obtainable physical characteristics
of the event via respected third parties, often public agencies (Cummins, 2007; Croson
and Kunreuther, 1999).
Since neither the investor nor the sponsor has the ability to manipulate this informa-
tion, the risk transfer process is without moral hazard (the risk that the parties involved
influence the payment outcome). Earthquakes around the world cause enormous losses,
of which only about 30% have insurance coverage (Guy Carpenter, 2014). These finan-
cial impacts often disrupt individual livelihoods and national economies. Therefore, the
possibility of expanding the coverage of insurance to minimize these impacts is very
appealing. Making earthquake insurance more accessible, however, is difficult for tra-
ditional providers since their operations are typically resource- and time-consuming.
Parametric risk transfer, in contrast, can be seamless, fast and cheap but in order to be
viable, parametric solutions need to be accurate. They also need to be designed and
customized without much effort so they can be easily industrialized.
Despite the popularity of parametric CAT bonds in the reinsurance market, the num-
ber of scientific works discussing these financial tools is rather limited. Thus, one of the
main contributions of this paper is to help to fill this gap by proposing simple, fast, and
automatic approaches able to design accurate trigger mechanisms. While a few authors
have proposed ad hoc complex approaches based on the use of genetic algorithms, we
explore here the use of more general tools based on statistical and machine learning
methods. In particular, we review eight techniques to classify events as to whether they
should trigger a payment or not, following a binary payment scheme often used in the
industry. Events are classified using the fundamental parameters of focal location (i.e.,
longitude, latitude and depth) and the moment magnitude. Note that all the approaches
need to be trained with a given dataset. These data need to constitute a large sample of
events and have to include a monetary loss for each earthquake. Therefore, we turn to
an earthquake CAT model to obtain a viable training dataset since historical catalogues
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usually do not contain a large enough sample of this type of information. In order to
test the performance of these techniques against a known benchmark, we recover the
analysis presented in Franco (2010) and solve the same problem using the same dataset.
We then compare across methods on such issues as accuracy, computational effort, and
spatial correlation of the classifier results. According to the obtained results, the tech-
niques employed can produce trigger mechanisms of equal or better accuracy than the
technique described in the aforementioned paper. Moreover, several techniques provide
huge efficiency gains in terms of decreasing classification time. Additionally, they pro-
vide scalability, being easily adapted to a larger parameter space and larger catalogues
without losing much efficiency. Finally, they are relatively easy to implement using mod-
ern programming languages and software such as Python and R.
The rest of this work is structured as follows. While Section 2 contextualizes this
work and describes the characteristics of the trigger mechanism, Section 3 reviews the
related work. Afterwards, the techniques considered are introduced in Section 4. Section
5 explains the computational experiments. Finally, our conclusions and suggestions for
future research are collected in Section 6.
2. CAT bonds and the trigger mechanism
CAT bonds have allowed insurers, reinsurers, governments, private entities and catas-
trophe pools to cede risks of earthquake losses to the capital markets via transparent
mechanisms associated with physical event features. Since they bypass the claims ad-
justing process, these tools provide a very fast recovery of funds to their sponsor after
an event. Within the realm of parametric earthquake CAT bonds there are also several
classes of tools. Some first-generation parametric CAT bonds, or so-called “CAT-in-a-
box” triggers, rely on the main physical descriptors of an earthquake event (see, for
instance, Cardenas et al., 2007; Franco, 2010; Franco, 2013). Others, second-generation
indexes, rely on spatially-distributed features such as ground motions recorded at sen-
sors located throughout a region (see for instance Goda, 2013; Goda, 2014; Pucciano,
Franco and Bazzurro, under review). From here, this paper focuses on first-generation
triggers.
Consider a set of l earthquake events in a geographic region of interest A. An earth-
quake event i is characterized by a magnitude mi, a hypocenter depth di, and epicenter
coordinates (xi,yi) within A. A binary trigger will determine whether a payment should
be disbursed due to event i. This response is represented by the variable B′, whose values
1/0 indicate trigger/no-trigger (payment/no-payment). Two situations may arise: (1) at
least one earthquake i triggers the bond (B′i = 1) during its contract life, which means
that the entire bond principal has to be disbursed and, as a consequence, the buyers of
the bond lose their investment (and the bond sponsors receive compensation), or (2) no
earthquake triggers the bond during its life, in which case the principal is returned to the
investors with interest.
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Since the payment of a large sum of money is at stake, it is important that the trigger
performs as desired, i.e. that the trigger responds positively to events that cause a large
loss beyond a design threshold and that it does not respond to events that cause a loss
below this threshold. The accuracy of the trigger determines its success in the market.
Triggers that behave erratically erode the confidence of the markets in these tools and
therefore jeopardize the risk transfer process. It is crucial to design triggers that behave
as they should.
To describe the accuracy of the trigger, first consider a reference variable B that
represents its idealized behaviour and that depends on a measure based on the losses
(typically monetary). For an earthquake event i, this variable can be described as follows:
Bi =
{
0 if Li ≤ L
1 otherwise
where Li is the actual loss caused and L is a loss threshold specified by the sponsor, usu-
ally expressed in terms of a specific return period. In this idealized scenario, events trig-
ger this CAT bond only if the corresponding loss is above a given pre-specified threshold
L.
The objective of parametric trigger mechanism design is to develop a classification
mechanism that uses physical parameters of events to determine the trigger behaviourB′.
Discrepancies between variables B and B′ or the sum of errors (E =
∑l
i=1 I(Bi = B′i)),
represent lack of correlation between the output of the trigger and the ideal trigger.
Effective parametric trigger mechanism design aims to minimize these discrepancies.
A database including a set of events, their characteristics and the variable B can be
used to calculate trigger errors for this specific set of events. A measure of the loss has to
be obtained or estimated to computeB. It is preferable to have a reliable historical dataset
including a high number of events but in earthquake research, this is not possible due to
the low frequency of earthquakes, and the great uncertainty surrounding their associated
losses, and the evolution of insured portfolios over time. For this reason, the design of
triggers for seismic risk relies on simulated CAT model output.
According to the description offered in this section, the development of a trigger
mechanism can be labelled as a binary classification problem, allowing us to employ
a wide range of techniques to address it. In the following sections, some of them are
introduced and tested, and their use is illustrated.
3. Related work
The literature related to CAT bonds has increased during the last few years due to their
growing popularity. Combining instruments in finance and insurance fields with engi-
neering seismic risk assessment, Tao and Tao (2005) propose a method to set the rate
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for earthquake property and personal insurances with two kinds of deductibles. More-
over, the authors present a framework to set the annual coupon rate for earthquake CAT
bonds, which considers the probability of a catastrophe occurrence from seismic risk
assessment, the yields of reinvestment, the principal protected ratio and the issuance fee
ratio. An illustrative example focused on an urban area of China is described. Zimbidis,
Frangos and Pantelous (2007) produce a model for the risk dynamics of the magnitude
of the earthquakes by using advanced techniques from the extreme value theory. The
model is tested on historical data of earthquakes in Greece. Moreover, the theory of in-
complete markets and price CAT bonds is discussed. Tao, Tao and Li (2009) builds a
pricing model, which employs the probability of an earthquake, estimated by a seismic
risk assessment method. The cash flows of the insurance in complete and incomplete
markets are described by Geometric Brownian Motion and Jump-Diffusion processes,
respectively. Wu and Zhou (2010) reviews the state-of-the-art approaches in modelling
losses for CAT bonds’modelling and pricing. They are compared by using a catalogue of
earthquakes in China from 1966 to 2008. The double exponential Jump-Diffusion model
fits better. Damnjanovic, Aslan, andMander (2010) propose an integrativemodel linking
engineering design parameters with financial indicators. The authors explain a frame-
work based on a four-step structural loss model and a transformed survival model, which
estimates excess returns. Ha¨rdle and Cabrera (2010) study the calibration of a CAT bond
forMexican earthquakes, which proves that a hybrid strategy combining traditional rein-
surance and CAT bonds presents a better performance in the sense that provides cover-
age for a lower cost and lower exposure in comparison with a strategy without CAT
bonds. Goda (2013) compares the effectiveness of two trigger mechanisms for para-
metric earthquake CAT bonds: scenario-based and station intensity-based approaches.
The results indicate that the latter method performs at least as well as the former. Addi-
tionally, different spatial correlation models of peak ground motions are studied. Later,
Goda (2014) extends the station intensity-based trigger method, which uses direct obser-
vation of ground motions at recording stations, by promoting a flexible multiple-discrete
payment structure. Gunardi and Setiawan (2015) present a study case for Indonesia, in
which formulas are proposed for pricing three types of CAT bonds. A generalized ex-
treme value distribution is used to model the probability of maximum magnitude for
Indonesian earthquakes. Shao, Pantelous and Papaioannou (2015) investigate the pric-
ing process for CAT bonds considering financial and catastrophe-independent risks. An
application for earthquakes is considered employing extreme value theory, and a numer-
ical example based on California is detailed. Finally, Cummins (2007) reviews the status
of the market for CAT bonds and other risk-linked securities. It discusses the comple-
mentarity between CAT bonds and the reinsurance market. In addition, the role of other
modern financing mechanisms such as risk swaps, industry loss warranties, and sidecars
is explained.
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4. Statistical and machine learning approaches
Classification techniques (Kotsiantis, 2007) constitute a set of procedures from statistics
and machine learning (more specifically, supervised learning) to determine a category
or class for a given observation. Having a dataset of l observations composed of ex-
planatory or independent variables (X1,X2, . . . ,Xn), and a response or dependent vari-
able Y , these techniques attempt to explain the relationships between variables and/or
classify new observations based on the explanatory variables. In the problem of CAT
bond trigger design, the response of the mechanism is the dependent variable Y , while
the characteristics of an earthquake event (i.e., the magnitude, the hypocenter depth, and
the epicenter coordinates) represent the independent variables.
Nowadays, there are plenty of classification techniques. Some of the most employed,
e.g., Linear Discriminant Analysis or Logistic Regression, have been applied for more
than five decades. These are mainly linear methods. Boosted by the computing advances
in the 1980s and 1990s, non-linear methods such as Classification Trees, Neural Net-
works and Support Vector Machines emerged and started to attract attention. This sec-
tion introduces some well-known and powerful techniques that we propose to automati-
cally design a trigger. The reader interested in comprehensive and practical descriptions
is referred to the books written by Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman (2009) and Lantz
(2015).
4.1. The nearest neighbours classifier
TheNearest Neighbours classifier is a simple technique that assigns a new observation to
the class of the most similar observations, so-called neighbours. Therefore, it is suitable
when observations of the same class tend to be homogeneous. Its main weaknesses are:
not producing a model (which hinders the exploration of relationships among variables),
taking a relatively high amount of time, and consuming a large amount of memory. This
classifier depends on a parameter k representing the number of neighbours. The neigh-
bours are selected according to a distance function, usually Euclidean. This parameter
allows the balance between overfitting and underfitting (also known as bias-variance
trade-off): a large k reduces the variance caused by noisy data or outliers but may ignore
small/local patterns; conversely, a small value may introduce too much bias.
4.2. The naı¨ve Bayes classifier
The naı¨ve Bayes classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem. “Naı¨ve” refers to the assump-
tion that all variables are independent and equally important. Even if this condition is
not usually met in real-life applications, this classifier frequently provides competitive
results. The posterior probability for a given class y is computed as:
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P(Y = y | X1 = x1∩X2 = x2∩ ·· · ∩Xn = xn) =
P(X1 = x1 | Y = y)P(X2 = x2 | Y = y) · · ·P(Xn = xn |Y = y)P(Y = y)
P(X1 = x1)P(X2 = x2) · · ·P(Xn = xn)
The classification for a given observation is obtained by comparing the probabilities
of each class given the values of the explanatory variables, and selecting the class asso-
ciated to the highest probability. There are many classifiers differing in the assumption
made regarding the distribution of P(Xj = x j | Y = y). Gaussian distributions consti-
tute a typical choice. This technique employs frequency tables and, consequently, each
variable must be categorical. Numeric variables are usually discretized.
4.3. Linear and quadratic discriminant analyses
In Linear Discriminant Analysis, the distribution of the explanatory variables is sepa-
rately modelled in each of the classes, and then Bayes’ theorem is used to flip these
around into estimates for the probability of the response variable taking a specific value
given the explanatory variables. Commonly, these distributions are assumed to be Gaus-
sian. In this case, the resulting models are similar to those provided by Logistic Re-
gression. Linear Discriminant Analysis is more commonly employed when there are
more than two classes. While this technique assumes that observations are drawn from
a distribution with a common covariance matrix in each class (which leads to linear de-
cision boundaries), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis does not make assumptions on the
covariance matrices (producing quadratic decision boundaries).
4.4. Classification trees
Contrary to global models (where a predictive formula is supposed to hold in the entire
data space) such as those of Logistic Regression, Classification Trees try to partition the
data space into small enough parts where a simple model can be applied. The results can
be represented as a tree composed of internal and terminal (or leaf) nodes, and branches.
Its non-leaf part is a procedure to determine for each observation which model (i.e.,
terminal node) will be used to classify it. At each internal node of the tree, the value of
one explanatory variable is checked and, depending on the binary answer, the procedure
continues to the left or to the right sub-branch. A classification is made when a leaf is
reached.
The most relevant advantage of this classifier is the easiness to understand what
trees represent. Theymirror human decision-makingmore closely than other techniques.
Furthermore, trees require little data preparation, are able to handle both numerical and
categorical data, and perform well (i.e., use standard computing resources in reasonable
time) with large datasets.
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4.5. Logistic regression
Logistic Regression techniques are designed to model the posterior probabilities of each
class by means of linear functions. These probabilities, such as the one shown below,
must be non-negative and sum to one.
P(Y = y | X1 = x1∩X2 = x2∩ ·· ·∩Xn = xn) = e
β0+β1x1+β2x2+···+βnxn
1+ eβ0+β1x1+β2x2+···+βnxn
Thesemodels are usually fitted by maximum likelihood employing Newton’s method.
The previous expression can be rewritten in terms of log-odds as follows:
log
( P(Y = y | X1 = x1∩X2 = x2∩ ·· · ∩Xn = xn)
1−P(Y = y | X1 = x1∩X2 = x2∩ ·· · ∩Xn = xn)
)
= β0+β1x1+β2x2+ · · ·+βnxn
This technique is especially useful when the aim is to explain (i.e., not only classify)
the outcome based on the explanatory variables. Non-linear functions can be considered
including interactions and transformations of the original variables.
4.6. Clusterwise logistic regression
While Regression Analysis consists of fitting functions to analyse the relationship be-
tween variables, Clustering seeks subsets of similar observations (or variables) in a
dataset. Thus, the aim of Clusterwise Regression is to combine both techniques in order
to discover trends within data when more than one trend is likely to exist (DeSarbo and
Cron, 1988). This technique is highly flexible because different functions can be esti-
mated. It is considered a “white-box technique” in that its mathematical systems are not
complex and its results are relatively easy-to-interpret.
4.7. Neural networks
Neural Networks model the relationship between the explanatory variables and the re-
sponse variable using a model inspired by how a biological brain responds to stimuli
from sensory inputs. They extract linear combinations of the explanatory variables as
derived variables and model the response variable as a non-linear function of these
transformed variables. These models have several kinds of layers: the input layer, the
output layer, and one or more hidden layers between them. Each layer contains neurons
representing the variables. Increasing the number of hidden layers and/or neurons adds
complexity and may improve computational capacity. With too few layers, the model
may lack the flexibility to capture non-linearities in data. Neural Networks tend to have
many weights, which can cause problems of overfitting. Weight decay is a method of
regularization to prevent it. The “backpropagation” algorithm is a technique commonly
employed for parameter estimation or training a Neural Network.
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4.8. Support vector machines
A Support Vector Machine can be imagined as a surface that defines a boundary be-
tween various points of data that represent observations plotted in a multidimensional
space. The goal is to create a flat boundary, called a hyperplane, which leads to fairly
homogeneous partitions of data on either side. Among all potential hyperplanes, the one
that creates the greatest separation between classes (a soft margin may be considered for
the case on non-linearly separable data) is selected. The support vectors are the points
from each class that are the closest to the hyperplane; each class must have at least one.
In many real-life applications, the relationships between variables are non-linear. A key
feature of this technique is its ability to efficiently map the observations into a higher
dimension space by using the kernel trick. As a result, a non-linear relationship may be
transformed into a linear one.
4.9. Discussion of classification techniques
Several techniques have been presented in the literature to design trigger mechanisms
that determine – from an earthquake’s physical characteristics – whether a principal
bond should be paid (Franco, 2010, 2013). As mentioned, the aim of this work is to intro-
duce and illustrate the application of simple, well-known, and efficient techniques that
have heretofore not been explored in this context. Neural Networks and Support Vec-
tor Machines constitute two relatively modern and powerful techniques. Typically, they
are able to reach high levels of accuracy by capturing nonlinear relationships between
variables. However, this same characteristic makes them prone to overfitting. There are
many procedures to avoid this problem such as the addition of a parameter to limit the
growth of the weights or the introduction of randomness into the training data or the
training algorithm. Sometimes it may be difficult to avoid overfitting and underfitting.
Training Neural Networks often takes a long time, and both techniques require a non-
trivial process of fine-tuning parameters. Furthermore, the resulting models are difficult
if not impossible to interpret. For this reason, application of these techniques is almost
always limited to classification/prediction purposes. Techniques such as Nearest Neigh-
bours and Naı¨ve Bayes Classifiers are easier to understand and implement and may
provide relatively high accuracy. While the first is non-parametric and, consequently,
flexible or unstable, the second relies on some assumptions that may be quite unrealistic
in most cases.
Logistic Regression is a well-established technique, which enables the understanding
of the effects of the explanatory variables on the response. Clusterwise Logistic Regres-
sion aims to incorporate the strengths of Logistic Regression while offering more flexi-
bility, which should lead to a better understanding of the relationships among variables
and higher accuracy. Classification Trees constitute an efficient technique that only uses
the most important variables and results in a logic model. As other techniques studying
non-linear relationships, these three techniques are particularly susceptible to overfitting
or underfitting the model. Typically, small changes in training data may lead to signif-
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icant modifications. In addition, Classification Trees may derive decisions that seem
counterintuitive or are unexpected.
Closely related to Logistic Regression, the classic Linear/Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis techniques search for the linear/quadratic combination of variables that ex-
plains the data the best. Logistic Regression is preferred if the assumption of normally-
distributed explanatory variables does not hold. Otherwise, Discriminant Analysis can
provide better results.
All these techniques have different features worthy of consideration when addressing
a classification problem. Consequently, all are included in the following computational
experiments.
5. Computational experiments
This section illustrates the application of the techniques introduced in Section 4 and
compares the results with those obtained in Franco (2010). A framework for evaluation
is presented such that the techniques can be compared to one another and to the reference
methodology along the dimensions of accuracy, efficiency, and spatial correlation.
The dataset analysed is an earthquake catalogue representing 10,000 years of simu-
lated seismic activity in and around Costa Rica. The catalogue contains a total of 24,957
earthquakes. These records should include the four main physical parameters enumer-
ated before and the corresponding simulated loss. For each synthetic earthquake event in
the catalogue, the model computes a ground motion footprint, which is in turn translated
into estimated levels of damage to a user-defined portfolio of properties distributed in
space. CATModels have been discussed in previous studies (e.g. Grossi and Kunreuther,
2005) and we will not discuss the CAT modelling process here. The target of the clas-
sifier algorithms, in short, is to discriminate events based on their physical parameters
to identify large loss-producing events. A more detailed description of the catalogue
can be found in the aforementioned work. In this case study, the events in the database
are assumed to be triggering events if their loss is equalled or exceeded with an annual
probability of 1%.
5.1. Evaluation framework
In the case of parametric trigger design, it is difficult a priori to select the “best” classi-
fication technique for two main reasons. First, it is a multi-objective problem. Although
from a statistical perspective, the sole objective may be to maximize accuracy, in real-
life applications many other characteristics will likely play an important role. These may
include ease of implementation, ease of explanation to non-experts, popularity, and ex-
istence of graphical representations or summaries of the outputs, among many others.
The second reason is that, assuming we are only interested in the accuracy, the best tech-
nique will depend on the data at hand. Consequently, we present a general discussion of
all techniques, and evaluate the trigger mechanisms they produce in three ways.
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Table 1: Structure of a confusion matrix. Note: This table summarizes the alignments and discrepancies
between the behaviour of the designed trigger mechanism and the idealized trigger behaviour.
Predicted Class
B′ = 0 B′ = 1
Idealized Class
B= 0 True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)
B= 1 False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN)
First, the confusion matrix (Table 1) is obtained for each trigger mechanism. This
table summarizes the alignments and discrepancies between the behaviour of the de-
signed trigger mechanism and the idealized trigger behaviour (described in Section 2).
In the context of parametric triggers, B′ is a function representing the predicted trigger
behaviour and B is a function representing the idealized trigger behaviour. In both cases,
the function is equal to 1 if the bond triggers and is equal to 0 otherwise.
Next, several metrics are computed from the confusion matrix to quantify perfor-
mance of each technique’s trigger mechanism: error, sensitivity, and specificity. The
formulas for computation thereof are shown below.
Error=
FP+FN
TP+FP+FN+TN
Sensitivity=
TP
TP+FN
Specificity=
TN
TN+FP
Both false positive and false negative are equally penalized in this framework. In
other words, we simply focus on minimizing the total number of errors. The Error
metric above quantifies the rate at which the trigger mechanism misclassifies events1.
Sensitivity characterizes how often the mechanism triggers when it should trigger, and
specificity characterizes how often the mechanism does not trigger when it should not.
The time required to design the trigger mechanism is also reported for each technique.
The metrics described above constitute the numerical evaluation of the trigger mech-
anisms. Moreover, maps of the resulting trigger patterns are produced for a subset of
techniques. This exercise is intended to assess whether classification techniques pro-
duce trigger mechanisms with realistic geospatial trigger patterns.
1. Note that error is equal to one minus accuracy.
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5.2. Application of classification techniques
As mentioned in Section 2, the design of a parametric trigger mechanism is driven by
the minimization of discrepancies between its outputs and those from a trigger with an
idealized behaviour (one based directly on the losses). If the resulting trigger mechanism
is expected to be useful for new or unseen observations, one should avoid employing
the same observations for developing the mechanism and assessing its performance.
This could lead to a problem of overfitting (i.e., obtaining complex models that capture
specificities of the data but do not generalize well for other observations). An effective
technique to avoid this problem is to split the dataset into three subsets: a training set
used for constructing the triggers, a validation set employed to tune the parameters, and
a test set required to assess their performance. We apply this approach using 50% of the
observations for training, 25% for validation, and the remaining 25% for testing. z-score
standardization has been applied for all techniques except Classification Trees, Logistic
Regression and Clusterwise Logistic Regression. A confidence level of 95% has been
considered for the statistical tests. Details of the application of each of the classification
techniques are provided in the following paragraphs. The R program (R Core Team,
2012) has been used.
The nearest neighbours classifier. This technique requires a choice of the number of
nearest neighbours to consider. Values ranging from 3 to 10 have been tested, and the
corresponding accuracies associated to each value have been assessed using the valida-
tion set. Ultimately, 5 nearest neighbours are considered for construction of the trigger
mechanism, since this provides the highest accuracy but is still small enough to reduce
both the variance and the computational time required to make predictions.
Classification trees. Construction of a Classification Tree relies on the selection of the
complexity parameter (a parameter that measures the tree cost-complexity). A total of
20 equidistant values from 0.01 up to 0.20 have been tested, and the corresponding accu-
racies associated with each value have been assessed using the validation set. The value
0.05 has been selected, since it provides the most accurate result. The representation of
the tree is shown in Figure 1. Observations which satisfy the condition shown for each
internal node terminate to the left; otherwise, they proceed to the right. The percentage
shown at the bottom of each node indicates the proportion of observations that reach that
node. The value above that percentage refers to the binary classification. For instance,
the first condition is ‘m < 6.15’, and it is evaluated for all observations (i.e., 100%).
Approximately 70% of the earthquakes satisfy this condition and their prediction (i.e.,
B′) is set to 0. The remaining earthquakes are further divided according to the condi-
tion ‘y < 9.785’. The same steps are iteratively repeated until a prediction is set for all
earthquakes. Thus, eight conditions are considered and only 0.22% of the earthquakes
are assigned a value of 1.
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m < 6.15
yc < 9.785
xc < −84.56
xc >= −83.88
yc >= 10.09
xc < −84.25
m < 6.55
d >= 32.65
100.00%
70.17%
29.83%
19.42%
10.41%
7.59%
2.82%
1.29%
1.53%
0.61%
0.92%
0.34%
0.58%
0.30%
0.27%
0.06% 0.22%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 1
yes no
Figure 1: Classification Tree. Note: Representation of the Tree. Observations which satisfy the condition
shown for each internal node terminate to the left; otherwise, they proceed to the right. The percentage
shown at the bottom of each node indicates the proportion of observations that reach that node. The value
above that percentage refers to the binary classification.
Neural Networks. Even if complex and powerful Neural Networks exist, we focus on a
topology characterized by only one hidden layer. Despite its minimalism, this approach
is commonly used, tends to provide good results and is conceptually simple. The number
of units in the hidden layer (26) has been tuned by testing the set of values ranging from
10 to 40.
Table 2: Kernels considered for Support Vector Machines. Note: This table presents some of the most
popular kernels for Support Vector Machines in the literature, which are considered in the computational
experiments.
Linear k(a,b) = aT b
Polynomial 2 k(a,b) = (αaT b+c)d
Radial Basis 3 k(a,b) = exp(−γ|a−b|2)
Sigmoid 4 k(a,b) = tanh(σaT b+e)
Support Vector Machines. In order to efficiently employ this technique, it is required
to select a kernel and tune the corresponding parameters. The most popular kernels have
been considered and are shown in Table 2. There is also a parameter cost related to the
cost of a misclassification for which the following values have been considered: 0.01,
0.1, 1, 5, and 10. Using the validation set, each combination of cost and kernel (including
2. Values tested for α, c, and d, respectively: {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4}, {0,0.2,0.4,0.6}, and {2,3,4,5}.
3. Values tested for γ: {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4}.
4. Values tested for σ and e, respectively: {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4} and {0,0.2,0.4,0.6}.
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the type and the corresponding set of parameters) has been tested by computing the
associated accuracy level. According to the results, the best option is a polynomial kernel
with the following parameters: cost= 10, α= 0.4, c= 0.4, d = 4.
5.3. External validation
In order to validate the application of these techniques to the development of parametric
triggers for earthquake catastrophe bonds, we compare our results with those provided
by the methodology in Franco (2010). In this paper, the author proposes the construc-
tion of binary “cat-in-a-box” trigger mechanisms, where the geographical space is dis-
cretized in square boxes or sub-regions of the same size. Each sub-region belongs to
a specific zone denoted as k. This approach relies on the concept of optimization and
its aim is to determine the parameters of a trigger mechanism for each zone as well as
the zone assignment of each sub-region such that the total trigger error is minimized.
Concretely, the trigger mechanism for zone k has the following structure:
∀(xi,yi) ∈ Ak, B′i =
{
0 if mi ≤Mk or di ≥ Dk
1 if mi ≥Mk or di ≤ Dk
where Mk and Dk represent the parametric triggers for the zone, namely the magnitude
and depth thresholds, respectively. All sub-regions belonging to zone k have the same
trigger structure. An Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is implemented to address this op-
timization problem and is executed for different combinations of geographic resolution
and number of zones. Although the paper does not report computational times, these
methods may consume several hours to perform the parameter optimization.
5.4. Performance
The performance of the trigger mechanisms designed using all nine statistical and ma-
chine learning techniques and using the EA employed in Franco (2010) is reported and
discussed here. Performance measures are shown in Table 3. Total time takes into ac-
count the time to construct the trigger, fine-tune its parameters and test its performance.
A suitable trigger mechanism design should exhibit low error and high specificity
and sensitivity and should require minimal computational effort. It can be concluded
from the table that the non-linear and non-parametric techniques obtain the best per-
formances of the statistical techniques in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.
In particular, Nearest Neighbours classifier, Classification Trees, Neural Networks and
Support Vector Machines are all consistently superior across the three metrics. The re-
sults reveal a high variability with respect to computational time, ranging from a few
seconds to several minutes. There tends to be trade-off between accuracy and time-
required, particularly in the cases of Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines,
both of which require significantly more time than the other techniques.
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Table 3: Parametric trigger mechanism performance for ten design techniques. Note: This table shows the
performance of the trigger mechanisms designed using all nine statistical and machine learning techniques
and using the EA employed in Franco (2010). It considers the error, the sensitivity, the specificity, and the
computational time.
Technique Error Sensitivity Specificity Time (sec.)
Nearest Neighbours classifier 0.18% 99.84% 94.44% 7.22
Naı¨ve Bayes classifier 0.77% 99.58% 4.35% 1.62
Linear Discriminant Analysis 0.64% 99.57% 0.00% 0.28
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis 0.42% 99.63% 57.14% 0.12
Classification Trees 0.24% 99.79% 87.50% 2.62
Logistic Regression 0.45% 99.58% 33.33% 0.87
Cluster-wise Logistic Regression 0.43% 99.57% undefined 5.7
Neural Networks 0.14% 99.94% 82.14% 190.86
Support Vector Machines 0.27% 99.78% 81.25% 161.25
Evolutionary Algortihm (Franco, 2010) 0.34% 99.86% 55.56% hours
Several techniques exhibit superior performances to the EA in terms of accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity. While EA produces relatively low error rates, the time re-
quired is significantly longer than all of the statistical and machine learning techniques.
The triggering events in the idealized trigger mechanism (those for which B = 1)
comprise less than 0.5% of the total test catalogue, while the other 99.5% of catalogue
events do not trigger the idealized bond. Hence, a supposed “null” trigger mechanism in
which no events ever trigger the bond would exhibit 99.5% accuracy (0.5% error), 100%
sensitivity and 100% specificity. The burden in this case is therefore on any designed
trigger mechanisms to outperform this null trigger mechanism benchmark. Eight out of
the ten techniques produce trigger mechanisms superior to the null trigger mechanism
in terms of accuracy, while the Naı¨ve Bayes Classifier and Linear Discriminant Analysis
perform worse by a small margin.
That so few events trigger the bond in the idealized scenario suggests that a larger
catalogue might produce more informative and nuanced results using the statistical and
machine learning techniques for parametric trigger mechanism design. With a larger
catalogue to “learn” from, the techniques would have more triggering events from which
to decipher patterns and connections. Reduction of the loss threshold used to construct
the idealized trigger scenario would also generate more triggering events from which
the statistical techniques could “learn”, but since CAT bonds are typically constructed
for relatively high return period losses (greater than 100 years), these solutions would
not be relevant from a practical standpoint.
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Figure 2: Map of predictions obtained with Neural Networks (left) and the EA described in Franco (2010).
Note: Evaluation of two techniques that produce trigger mechanisms: Neural Networks and the EA from
Franco (2010). The first layer is composed of white points, where each point represents an earthquake of
the catalogue. The second layer includes the black points, which identify those earthquakes belonging to
the test set with B′ = 0. Similarly, the third layer covers the gray triangles, i.e., earthquakes from the test
set with B′ = 1, respectively.
While accuracy is certainly an indispensable feature of any suitable technique for
design of parametric trigger mechanisms, a technique should also produce trigger be-
haviour that is meaningful from a physical perspective. Namely, a suitable technique for
parametric trigger mechanism design should produce trigger behaviour that reflects the
seismic hazard and/or development patterns in the region of study. For this reason, the
physical performance of the techniques trigger mechanisms was evaluated representing
earthquakes falling into the test set in maps. Figure 2 shows the evaluation of two tech-
niques that produce trigger mechanisms that are suitable from a numerical perspective:
Neural Networks and the EA from Franco (2010). The first layer is composed of white
points, where each point represents an earthquake of the catalogue. The second layer in-
cludes the black points, which identify those earthquakes belonging to the test set with
B′ = 0. Similarly, the third layer covers the gray triangles, i.e., earthquakes from the test
set with B′= 1. Note that the plot on the left (Neural Networks) gathers all gray triangles
in the centre, while the plot on the right (EA) shows more dispersion.
6. Conclusions and future research
Natural catastrophes continue to cause enormous losses that remain largely uninsured,
leaving populations vulnerable to severe financial impacts. The insurance and reinsur-
ance industry, governments and catastrophe pools have started to employ financial in-
struments such as parametric CAT bonds to cede these catastrophic risks to the capi-
tal markets. Were these tools extended for more widespread usage at the retail level,
we could progressively and massively reduce the “insurance gap” for earthquake risks.
However, this requires the construction of accurate and unbiased parametric triggers
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with extreme efficiency and automation, something that is not available in the industry
today.
To address this problem, we have explored solving the trigger design challenge as a
classification problem, employing well-known and powerful techniques from statistics
and machine learning. From a numerical perspective, it has been shown that these tech-
niques can produce trigger mechanisms of equal or better accuracy than previously pub-
lished techniques (Franco, 2010). Furthermore, several statistical and machine learning
methods provide huge efficiency gains in terms of decreasing classification time. Addi-
tionally, they provide scalability, being easily adapted to a larger parameter space and
larger catalogues without losing much efficiency, and ease of implementation since there
is a wide range of programs and programming languages that enable free and simple
implementation of these statistical and machine learning techniques such as R (R Core
Team, 2012), Octave (Eaton et al., 2014) and Scilab (Scilab Enterprises, 2012). Appli-
cation of these statistical and machine learning techniques to the problem of parametric
trigger design is not without complication, however, because while these methods pro-
vide accuracy and efficiency improvements, some of the examples shown in this paper
produce trigger mechanisms with relatively low specificity values.
Several lines of future research emerge from the introduction of classification tech-
niques to the development of trigger mechanisms for earthquake CAT bonds. First, it is
apparent from the experiments in this paper that more meaningful insights as to the ap-
plicability of classification techniques to the development of trigger mechanisms could
be gleaned from the use of a larger earthquake catalogue. It would also be worthwhile
to examine the behaviour of the trigger mechanisms at multiple return periods, partic-
ularly lower ones. There is a natural imbalance in the data at high return periods since
very few events trigger the bond. Consequently, there are two groups of events sub-
jected to classification (depending on whether they should trigger a given CAT bond),
but they greatly differ in size. Techniques may present low accuracy with respect to
the minority (triggering) group and still have a good global accuracy. Analysis of the
same simulated earthquake catalogue at lower return periods would reduce this clas-
sification group imbalance but would not produce a usable trigger mechanism, since
CAT bonds are typically constructed to protect against high return period losses. There-
fore, such an experiment could provide valuable insights into the different classifica-
tion techniques but would not produce directly usable trigger mechanisms. A popu-
lar numerical alternative to this complication is to oversample events in the minority
group, which would constitute an artificial expansion of the original earthquake cata-
logue.
Introduction of such a large number of alternative techniques for parametric trig-
ger mechanism design motivates the development of a selection framework. From the
standpoint of practical implementation, it would be interesting to identify the most de-
sirable characteristics for a trigger mechanism and order them. For instance, if accuracy
is supreme, one should explore the use of more modern and complex techniques such
as Random Forests and Multi-Layer Neural Networks (provided a larger catalogue was
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available). In contrast, if the interpretability plays the largest role, it would make sense
to employ more classical techniques and study graphical tools.
The technological developments characterizing the era of Big Data and the Internet
of Things have potentially fascinating implications in this field. These avenues open
the possibility of designing triggers not only based on few physical characteristics of
an earthquake but on much more information obtained through broad networks of sen-
sors. Metaheuristics, simheuristics (i.e., algorithms combining metaheuristics and sim-
ulation techniques) and other classical instruments may be used to perform a feature
selection or extraction. Finally, the capacity of simulators to create larger catalogues is
ever-increasing, constantly being able to generate more and more data, more and more
reliably. In this scenario, non-linear approaches such as Deep Learning would be worth
exploration.
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